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UzAirPlus is an incentive program for passengers who fly with Uzbekistan Airways
frequently. Participants can barter gathered points for airline ticket or utilize a
number of services.

In order to become a program’s participant, enter the UzAirPlus section on official
website www.uzairways.com, sign up and create your account. You will be required
to submit passport dates and contact information. This process is free of charge.
Every individual under the age of 16 are able to become a participant of the
program.

The program has three type of cards: “SILVER”, “GOLD”, “PREMIUM”. The similarity
among them is that all types of cards give passengers the opportunity to get a prize
airline ticket, upgrade the service class.

It will be created a temporary card with 500 points for a new member of the loyalty
program. If 5000 points and more have been accrued on the temporary account,
Participant of the Program automatically obtains a card of level “PREMIUM”.

When a passenger collects an additional 250,000 points, it will be available to
him\her to open a “SILVER” card and fly with an extra 10 kg baggage.

When 350,000 more points are added to the program participant’s “SILVER” card, it
will be possible to change it to a “GOLD” card. This card allows to carry 15 kg of
extra luggage and to use the services of CIP lounges at the airports located in the
territory of Uzbekistan during departure and arrival.

When a new card is opened and the participant accumulates the above-mentioned
amount of points on his\her card, a message about this will be sent to the
participant’s e-mail address.

http://www.uzairways.com/


Participants of the UzAirPlus program collect points depending on the flight route
and the type of fare. Also, the program has active and status points. Active points
are the number of points accrued for real flight which may be used for obtaining the
bonus air ticket or bonus upgrade of class of service by the Participant of the
Program UzAirPlus. Status points are the points that has been accumulated since the
participant registered in the program.

If participant does not fly on flights of the Uzbekistan Airways within 18 months from
the date of his/her last actual flight enlisted or do not use collected bonus points
within 36 months they will be subject to annulment. Points of the loyalty program
are not accrued, if the ticket is issued to a charter flight, as free tickets or with any
discount or privilege, except discount “DC”, for unused and expired airline tickets.

To receive the cards of the program in plastic form, participants need to provide a
copy of his\her passport and contact information to Uzbekistan Airways Sales or
send them to the e-mail address uzairplus@uzairways.com . When plastic card is
ready, information about it will be sent participant’s e-mail address.

Become a participant of the UzAirPlus program and be a loyal passenger of
Uzbekistan Airways.
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